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“Seaborne…proves he’s a natural born storyteller, serving up an excit-

ing, well-written thriller. He makes even minor moments in the story memo-
rable with his sharp, evocative prose…Will’s smart, humane and humorous
narrative voice is appealing, as is his sincere appreciation for Andy—not just
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PART I
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1

he four worst words in any relationship.
“We need to talk.”

Andy lowered the martini glass to the checkered tablecloth and issued a
serious look shaded by her long lashes. She’s not a heavy makeup user, but
for our date night she had applied something extra, to breath-taking effect.

“God, no,” I said, “you’re finally dumping me. Was it the toilet seat?
Because I can work on that, I promise.”

She flashed one of her smiles; the small, private one. The one that
creases the corners of her lips and forces dimples to peek from her skin like
shy spirits.

Her hand slipped across the table between the two long-stemmed glasses.
She closed her fingers around the third finger on my left hand and slowly
rotated my wedding ring.

“Pilot, if that day ever comes, it will be because you throw your socks in
the laundry inside-out. My lawyer tells me that’s a slam dunk in divorce
court.”

“Dammit! Tripped up by my own feet!”
We took a moment and like two dumb kids swallowed by first love, we

stared across the table, across the martinis, across the flickering candle
meant to bring romance to a cozy venue already awash in it.

I love this woman beyond any ability to measure.
Andy sat with me in the candlelight of Los Lobos, a small Mexican

restaurant attached to the other bowling alley in Essex, a goddess in a blue
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velvet holiday dress. She’d done her hair up for our date night, wrapping her
wavy auburn locks in a sculpted work of art that offered the added benefit of
showing off her slender neck. Like a beacon drawing me into rising seas, a
single tiny diamond mounted on a slim chain hung from her neck, dipping to
a place I wanted to go. Her dress had a blessedly low-cut line on top and
high hemline below.

We chose Los Lobos because we had a coupon and because the drinks
are two-for-one during Happy Hour. Andy and I are on a tight budget. Los
Lobos won’t make anybody’s list of Most Romantic Getaways, but tonight
New York or Paris had nothing on it. A light snow descended outside the
window. Holiday pepper lights hung from rafters. Mexican music warmed
the ambiance.

“I’m serious,” she insisted. “We’ve been putting this off since
California.”

She did not exaggerate. It had been a month. I can’t say I’d intentionally
avoided the subject, but I had readily accepted the way her busy schedule
delayed confronting it. Andy had been promoted to Detective, however
staffing in the City of Essex Police Department required her to carry on
many of her patrol sergeant duties. November pulled a disappearing act on
us. We found ourselves atop the first weekend in December, a scant twenty-
four days from Christmas.

“Maybe we could save this discussion for a night when you’re not
seducing me with that dress,” I suggested. A bald attempt at procrastination.

“Maybe I should put on my coat,” she countered.
My hands went up in surrender.
“Fine, but after we talk, I get equal time to stare at you.” I tried to pout.

I’m not good at that.
“Love, at some point I’ll give you this dress and you can stare all you

want.” It was a bribe because she went right to the matter at hand. “I want
you to see Dr. Stephenson.”

This again.
“I really don’t see the point.”
“How about to confirm that it’s not a brain tumor! You insist it isn’t.

Why not make sure?”
I sat back and considered the question.
November marked five calendar months since I fell out of a disinte-

grating airplane on a landing approach to Essex County Airport. Five
months later I’m no closer to understanding the cause of the accident, or the
origin of the gift I took from it.

The investigator from the National Transportation Safety Board believes
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I hit something. Whatever I hit left no evidence. No paint scrapings on my
airplane. No debris. The federal government doesn’t like a void, and while
the investigators at the NTSB don’t judge, one individual from the Federal
Aviation Administration decided that—absent a better conclusion—the
blank space under Cause of Accident should be filled in with “Pilot Incapac-
itation.” My pilot’s license and medical certificate were suspended, pending
a full medical evaluation. Pure bullshit, but bullshit with a Grade A govern-
ment stamp on it. Which meant I had to leap through hoops, bend over and
cough, and get re-certified. I went through all of it, including examination by
a neurologist.

That’s when things went south.
A few weeks ago, I sat in Dr. Doug Stephenson’s office while he showed

me images of my brain. He pointed at something that didn’t belong. He
ventured to say it didn’t look like any brain tumor he had ever seen. It
looked to me like wiring for a car stereo, but since I can’t blast tunes out my
ears, I leaped to the explanation that made the most sense to me.

I think the car stereo wiring in my head is what makes me vanish.
“I’m telling you, it’s the other thing,”
My stance frustrated Andy. She prefers conclusions supported by

evidence.
“All I’m asking is that we make sure,” she said. “And confirm that it’s

not growing.”
“That’s not all you’re asking. You’re asking me to explain the other

thing to Stephenson.”
“You know, we really do need a better name for it.”
“I’ll get to work on that.” I sensed an opening to change the subject.
“That can wait. And—yes.”
“Yes, what?”
“Yes, we should tell Stephenson.”
That took me aback.
“Seriously?”
Andy let the underbite to her otherwise perfect teeth jut slightly. The

effect was both alluring and a warning. She leaned closer.
“I’m not the only one worried. Earl is concerned. He doesn’t know about

the scans and the—you know.”
“It’s not a tumor.” I filled in the word she could not bring herself to use

twice in a conversation.
“He wants you back, Will.”
Nice try, I thought.
Earl Jackson owns Essex County Air Services. It was his airplane I
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wrecked. Since the crash, during my recovery and while the government
demanded proof of competency, Earl kept me on the payroll as a ramp rat,
parking and gassing airplanes, and a grease-monkey in the shop. A
menagerie of useful. Earl’s loyalty to me had the dual benefit of a steady
paycheck and keeping me around airplanes. After talking with Stephenson
about the new wiring in my head, everything changed.

The FAA will never remove a suspension once they get wind of a brain
tumor.

Shortly after Stephenson did his show-and-tell, I walked into Earl’s
office and handed him my resignation. He tore it up, threw the pieces at me
and told me to get the fuck out of his office. Since then, I’ve tried to make
the point by not showing up for work. My paycheck direct-deposits as
usual.

“Earl wants to talk to Stephenson,” Andy told me.
“Stephenson won’t tell him the problem. I don’t care how close they

are.”
Earl Jackson knew Stephenson during the Vietnam War. No matter what

their back story, Stephenson would never betray my patient confidentiality to
Earl. I was about to point that out when I realized patient confidentiality
worked in favor of Andy’s argument.

“Earl’s no dummy, Will. He knows something is wrong.”
“You shouldn’t involve him.”
“I didn’t involve him. He called me. He’s been calling me.”
Her eyes, subtle green flecked with gold, fixed on me and held a mildly

angry stare as Julio, our server, deposited a fresh basket of chips and new
bowl of salsa between us. Julio must have felt some heat on his hands
because he slipped away quickly.

“Dee, flying is risk management. Being a cop is risk management. We
both know how that works. We don’t know the risks of someone—someone
outside of our little circle of trust—finding out about the other thing. For
starters, there are all the clichés. Winding up in a secret government lab.
Having to wear tights and a cape. Becoming the boy toy of a female super
villain.”

She stabbed a chip into the salsa, suppressing a smile.
“The point is, not telling Stephenson why there are little wire-looking

things on my brain scan is a means of managing risk.”
“Knowing that the thing in your head isn’t growing, isn’t a tumor, isn’t

going to hurt you—that’s also risk management.” She pointed the salsa-
painted chip at me. “You’re the one who insists it isn’t a—a problem.
Prove it.”
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As so often happens in a debate with my wife, I felt the earth slipping
away under my feet.

“I’ll think about it.”
“Well, think about it all you want, but Earl set up an appointment with

Stephenson for Tuesday morning.”
“We can’t go Tuesday. We’ve got that thing with Sandy.” Sandy Stone, a

close friend who teaches kindergarten in Essex, also suddenly found herself
the administrator of a one-hundred-million-dollar education trust fund—
because I recently extorted one hundred million dollars from a corrupt old
bastard and set it up in a trust. No good deed goes unpunished. Both Andy
and I got roped into serving on a board to help Sandy manage and disperse
the fund, even though I protested vigorously, citing the fact that I know
nothing about such things.

“That’s Thursday. Evening. Tuesday is all set. Earl wants you to fly
down to Madison. Says you’re going to get rusty sitting around on your ass.”
She smiled triumphantly at me.

To administer the coup de grace, she tugged the low neckline of her
dress down slightly and said, “You may now stare.”

“IT’S LANE.”
We had just ordered dinner and the free Happy Hour second round when

the phone in Andy’s purse chirped. I gave her a reproachful look for picking
it up.

“Wishing us a pleasant and un-interrupted date night?”
Andy read the incoming text. Her face said not.
“She needs us. Both of us. It sounds serious. See if you can get the

check. I’m going to the Ladies and then to get my coat.”
With no small regret, I watched Andy’s short dress and long legs weave

their way out of the room toward the hall with the restrooms. So much for
our romantic dinner. I clung to hope for the remainder of our evening plans.

At the same time, I felt a low-wattage alarm at Andy’s rapid assessment.
Lane Franklin, the fourteen-year-old daughter of the office manager at Essex
County Air Services, possesses an exceptional intellect and advanced matu-
rity. She wouldn’t send up a flare unless it was serious.

I found the waiter, explained we had an emergency, and asked for the
check. He offered to ask the kitchen staff if the entrees had already been
made. The news wasn’t good when he returned. I handed him the coupon
and enough cash to cover the bill plus a decent tip. Andy reappeared, slip-
ping her arms into her winter coat. She hurried out the door.
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“Hey!” I caught the waiter’s attention. “Give our entrees to these folks.”
I pointed at a couple stepping into the restaurant and shaking flakes of snow
off their shoulders. To the startled pair, I said, “Don’t know if you want ‘em
or not, but we have a couple meals ordered and paid for, and we have to run.
Babysitter problem. Merry Christmas!”

I hustled out, leaving surprise and hasty gratitude in our wake.

“WHAT, EXACTLY, DID SHE SAY?” I asked as Andy wheeled out of the
parking lot. Andy’s car has a better heater, and one of her cop habits is to
insist on driving. She has a heavy foot, but tonight she gave ample respect to
the snow that had been falling all afternoon, our first of the year. The
temperature hovered just above twenty, which made the snow stick. Roads
not treated posed a slick hazard. I wondered if Bob Thanning, who plows
our driveway, might have the job done by the time we got home. Probably
not. He tends to show up at four in the morning and wake us with his rattling
diesel pickup.

Andy handed me the phone. I read the text.
“Emergency. Need help. Serious. Bring Will.” The address that followed

wasn’t Lane’s home.
Andy’s reply read, “Coming.”
“She might be at a party,” Andy offered. “I had a talk with her. A couple

months ago. You know, if you’re ever in a circumstance you don’t like, or
you do something stupid and need an out, call me. No questions asked. It
could be a situation like that.”

“Lane’s fourteen. Her wildest activity is Philosophy Club.”
“Lane’s a living, breathing, growing adolescent girl. An attractive one, to

boot. With a mature mind and body. Don’t think for a minute that boys aren’t
interested in her.”

“Sounds like you two have talked about more than designated drivers.”
“We have.” Andy let it go at that. Lane, an only child, had found a big

sister in Andy. According to Andy, Lane nurtured a bit of a crush on me.
The address took us to an unfinished subdivision on the west side of

Essex. Andy followed a winding street to one of only four homes that had
been completed before the housing market collapsed in ’08, and the builder
went bankrupt. The saltbox-style house stood beside an attached two-car
garage on a landscaped lot. The property wore the appearance of stability
and success. Fresh snow covered the driveway, which displayed no recent
tire tracks. Christmas lights lined the eaves. Lane’s bicycle lay on the lawn,
becoming a snow sculpture as flakes gathered on the frame and tires.
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“She rode her bike? At night, in the snow?”
“Dangerous,” Andy said, scanning the house, the yard, and the street.

She parked in the driveway and killed the lights. We stepped out of the car,
closing the doors without attempting stealth.

A yard light came on as we stepped to the front door. The door opened
before we could knock. Lane Franklin appeared. Her long black hair hung
damp on her shoulders. She wore sweats, and the knees and thighs of her
pants were wet. Despite her milk chocolate complexion, she looked flushed,
like someone warming up after a serious chill.

“Andy, Will, thank you so much for coming!” Lane spoke at barely a
whisper. She hurried us in the door. As soon as we were inside, she closed
the door and turned to me. “Will, you need to disappear!”

“What’s going—”
“Quick! You have to be here, but you can’t be here!” Lane gestured with

her hands, making an urgent winding motion. I glanced at Andy, who gave a
play-along nod.

Fwooomp! I vanished. I relished the comfortable cool sensation
enveloping my body. It chased away the winter chill. I immediately began to
float, weightless. I clamped a hand around the belt on Andy’s coat.

“Do I have snow melt on me?”
Lane did a quick survey. “Can’t see any.”
I had not yet experimented with disappearing in a snowfall. I wondered

if I would show up as an outline of accumulating snow on my head and
shoulders.

“Lane, what’s going on?” Andy asked, her tone laced with concern.
“It’s my friend Sarah. Hurry! And whatever you do, Will, don’t show

yourself!”
We moved into the house. Weightless and without my battery-powered

propulsion units, I can only move by gripping objects and structure or by
hanging on to my wife’s coat. Andy towed me forward.

A dozen different scenarios involving kids, drugs, partying, drinking,
sex, and other teen mischief ran through my head. I had no idea what to
expect as we passed through a comfortable, tidy kitchen into an open-
concept family room.

A girl, fair-skinned and blonde, the same age and size as Lane, sat cross-
legged on the floor in front of an unlit fireplace. Like Lane, she wore
comfortable sweats. A phone lay on the carpet at her knee. In her lap she
held a large-caliber revolver. She sat with her small hand wrapped around
the grip and index finger inside the trigger guard.

Andy stopped cold when she saw the weapon. I released my grip on
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Andy’s coat and pushed against the floor with my toes. I immediately rose to
the ceiling. I touched the ceiling with my fingertips, stopped, stretched my
legs horizontally, then used the kitchen door frame to propel myself into the
family room above the girl.

“Sarah?” Lane started forward, but Andy threw an arm out and stopped
her. “Sarah, this is my friend Andy.”

The girl had been looking down at her lap. At the sound of Lane’s voice,
she raised her head, showing us a petite and pretty face with long black lines
of melted mascara on her cheeks. Wet smears ran to her chin. Her nose and
eyes were red from crying. Her blue eyes were alert but fixed on a distance. I
looked around the room for drug paraphernalia, empty bottles, anything that
might complicate matters. Nothing revealed itself.

“Hi, Sarah,” Andy said softly. “May we come in?”
Sarah didn’t answer. She shook her head minutely, a gesture that said it

didn’t matter one way or the other.
Keeping Lane behind her, Andy moved into the room, slowly. She

slipped her coat off and draped it over a chair. From the same chair, Andy
pulled an ottoman toward Sarah, careful not draw too close. Andy sat on the
ottoman with her hands folded on her knees.

My mission appeared clear.
Andy spoke gently. “Sarah, no one is going to do anything. We just want

to make sure you’re safe. Okay?”
Again, Sarah’s head shook, side to side. Like it didn’t matter.
I didn’t have much to work with. The smooth ceiling lacked light

fixtures or beams to grip. I fixed a course toward the space on the floor
beside the girl and pushed off carefully. In mid-flight, I curled my legs up
into a cannonball position. I arrived a few feet from the girl, adjacent to the
fireplace hearth. The hearth had a slate stone surface with just enough over-
hang to grab. It anchored me within reach of the gun.

“Sarah is anyone else home?” Andy asked.
“My parents are at the movies,” she replied in a small but clear voice.
“So, it’s just you and Lane?”
“Just me and Lane. I told her to go home because she shouldn’t be here

when I kill myself.”
Andy glanced at Lane, who nodded.
“But you know Lane. She’s—she’s—” Sarah began to cry. “She’s a

really good person.”
“She is. Lane is a really good person,” Andy said. “She’s my best friend.

I tell her everything.”
“Me, too,” Sarah said, high, thin, weeping.
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“Did you tell Lane about this? About what’s going on?”
“Uh-huh.”
“That’s good. Maybe, since Lane is your friend, and Lane is my friend,

maybe we could all be friends. Together. Just us girls.”
“That would be nice. But I need to be dead soon. I’m sorry.”
“The thing is, Sarah, I don’t get to see Lane very much, and I miss her.

And it would really be nice to have another friend to talk to sometimes. Is
Lane your best friend?”

“Lane is the best friend. OMG, she rode her bike all the way out here
tonight, in like this snowstorm. That’s like two miles.”

“She cares about you.”
“I really, really do, Sarah!”
“Sarah let’s talk about it. Okay? Just us girls. Let’s talk about why you

think you need to be dead. Because that’s kinda forever, and it would be so
hard on Lane.”

Sarah squeezed out the words, high and thin. “I need to be dead because
I don’t want to be a whore.”

“Nobody can make you be a whore,” Andy said. “Nobody.”
Sarah huffed out a breath. She leaned forward and pushed her phone

toward Andy.
“That’s not true! See what he sends me? If I won’t be his whore, he’s

going to put it everywhere. My parents will see it. My boyfriend will see it.
Everybody will see it!”

Andy picked up the phone and opened the screen to a photo. Lane leaned
over, but from her expression I knew she’d seen the photo. Andy’s face
remained neutral, despite the image she confronted.

“Everybody is going to see me naked,” Sarah declared with helpless
resignation.

“Who’s doing this? Is it your boyfriend?”
“No! I don’t know! Some guy. He just texted it to me. Then he started

texting me and telling me what I had to do to keep him from sharing it with
the whole world. He told me exactly what I had to do. Like, in really gross
detail. And if I didn’t…”

“Do you have any idea how this picture was taken?”
“No.”
“Okay.” Andy backed off the subject. “Your boyfriend—is he a good

guy?”
“Yes.”
“Would he have taken this picture? And maybe shared it with someone?”
“Ohmigod, no. He never…we never...did it. We don’t do it. God. I only
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let him touch my boobs once!” Sarah suddenly burst into loud sobs. Through
the sobs, she cried out, “I’m going to kill myself and I never even got to do it
once!”

She pulled the revolver out of her lap and swung it toward her head.
I leaned forward and clamped my hand down on the cylinder and

hammer. My grip prevented her from bringing the pistol to bear on her head.
Sarah startled. Her finger convulsed on the trigger, pulling it all the way
through. The hammer snapped back, then forward, pinching the flesh of my
palm. I tightened my hold, preventing the action from dropping the hammer
and firing. I jerked the pistol upward, breaking Sarah’s grip. To Andy and
Lane, the weapon shot up a foot or two on its own, then floated away from
Sarah’s reach.

Sarah didn’t pay any attention. She bent double and wailed. Andy
flashed Lane a signal and Lane dove to the floor, pulling her friend into a
tight embrace.

I eased the hammer down into a safe position and handed the revolver to
Andy. With practiced fingers, she removed the ammunition and carried the
weapon into the kitchen. She laid the revolver on top of the refrigerator and
dropped the cartridges into a drawer. She spent a moment there, thumbing
the phone. I pushed off the hearth in her direction. Lane and Sarah held each
other, both crying.

“What the hell?” I floated to a position beside Andy and spoke softly.
“I don’t know, how does someone get a picture like this?”
She showed me. It was Sarah, nude, standing full frontal to the camera.

The picture had been retouched so that everything around Sarah was blurred.
Her body glittered, wet. Water glistened at her feet.

“She must have let someone take it.”
“Maybe,” Andy didn’t commit. “Keep out of sight. Look around, okay?”
“Got it.”
Andy found a glass and filled it with water. She took a box of tissues

from the kitchen counter and walked back to the girls on the floor. She
dropped down beside Sarah and drew both her and Lane into a comforting
hug. It renewed Sarah’s capacity for crying.
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cruised through the house. Had Sarah managed to kill herself, the
newspaper article would have commented on what a happy, healthy

home she came from. Appearances can certainly deceive, but the house had
all the trappings of being comfortable, full of life and belonging to a close
family. Photos told a story of mother, father and daughter loving and
enjoying each other. Not just posed portraits, but candid shots that showed
impromptu smiles, warm embraces, and caught-off-guard looks of love and
admiration. A china cabinet displayed soccer trophies. Perfect-grade report
cards hung on the refrigerator door. A piano sat in the living room, not as a
dusty decoration, but with sheet music tipped against the front panel,
including paper lined with stanzas full of hand-scribbled musical notes.
Sarah composed, old school.

I cruised upstairs. Her bedroom looked practical. School books from
Essex High School lay on a desk beside a laptop. Clothes lay on the floor.
The bed was made but bore the impression of someone lying on it, along
with more books and a bag of Cheetos. She had her own television and cable
box. Clothing nicer than Lane’s mostly second-hand collection filled a closet
and overflowed onto a dresser. An electronic keyboard sat in one corner.
MIDI cables ran from mysterious boxes into her laptop.

If there were signs of something amiss in the house, I didn’t see them. In
the photos, her father appeared young and well-groomed. Nothing I saw
suggested his occupation. Her mother took pretty pictures that captured
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warm, friendly eyes. The house was tidy, but not obsessive-neat-freak clean,
if the master bedroom and her mother’s cluttered closet were any indication.

Conversation in the family room continued at a low murmur as I glided
back through the kitchen. I floated into a hover over the kitchen island.

Andy, Lane, and Sarah had moved to a U-shaped sofa, with Sarah in the
middle. The two girls sat like sisters, hugging. Andy sat with her legs folded
under her, facing Sarah. Andy spoke softly, steadily, looking like a big sister
telling bedtime stories to the siblings.

“Well, he’s tall, handsome, smart,” Andy said, ticking each item off on
her fingers. “I met him when I arrested him—well, not really arrested him. I
stopped him—like a traffic stop—but really, and don’t tell anyone I told you
this, I did it to ask him out.”

“That’s so cool. What else?” Sarah asked. Her voice carried weakness
and strain, the traces of crying, but her question had the energy of genuine
interest. I got the impression that this girl talk was about love, and about
caring for and connecting with someone.

“He makes me laugh.”
“My parents are like that, too.” Sarah told a halting story of a couple that

met over a steaming sink in a campus kitchen; two college freshmen serving
time in a work study program.

“You’re lucky to have them.” Andy put a hand on Sarah’s leg. “When
are they supposed to be home?”

“They went to a four o’clock show. Mom always makes dad take us to
the matinee-priced shows. They like to go to Los Lobos after.”

Andy didn’t mention the coincidence. She took a serious tack.
“Honey, you know I have to stay here and tell them.”
“No!” Sarah’s composure collapsed. “No, please don’t tell them!”
“Sweetie, can you even for a second imagine that they love you less or

care for you less than Lane and I do? Even for a second?”
“You can’t show them that picture! You can’t show my dad!”
Andy gave it a moment of serious thought.
“I don’t think I will have to. Do you trust me?”
Sarah’s head bobbed.
“I need to keep your phone. For police business. Okay?”
Another head-bob.
“Good. And I promise you, while I have your phone, no one will see this

picture except me. No one.”
I thought it a tough promise to make, but Andy seemed determined.
“Andy’s a kick-ass cop,” Lane said. “She shot a guy.” Lane didn’t elabo-
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rate on her role in that tale. I wondered if she ever told the story of her
abduction.

“He was a very bad man who attacked me,” Andy said. “As a rule, I
don’t go around shooting people.”

“You can shoot this guy,” Sarah said.
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e heard them enter through the garage door. Sarah’s parents came in
on full alert. Andy stood ready for them, badge in hand.

“Sarah! What’s going on? Is everything okay?” Sarah’s mother, a blonde
reflection of her daughter, asked urgently. Andy stepped forward.

“Mrs. Lewis, I’m Detective Andrea Stewart and a very close friend of
Lane’s.”

“Hi, Mrs. Lewis! Hi, Mr. Lewis!” Lane waved. They waved back
hesitantly.

“Robert Lewis, my wife Donna.” The man shook hands with Andy.
I recognized him. From the restaurant. He must not have looked too

closely at Andy when we left, because he didn’t seem to recognize her as
having been with the stranger who gave him and his wife two free
dinners.

“Honey, what’s going on?” Donna Lewis rushed to put an arm around
her daughter. Sarah folded into her mother.

“What’s this about?” Lewis wanted to know.
“Lane called me,” Andy said. “Can we chat in the other room? I’m sure

the girls will be fine here for a while.”
Andy didn’t wait for an answer but gestured for the parents to follow her

through the kitchen, through a dining room, into the living room on the
opposite corner of the first floor. The move inconvenienced me. I crabbed
my way across the kitchen ceiling, pulled myself into the dining room using
the doorway, and fixed a hover where I could see and hear them. Andy
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directed the couple to sit. The three adults formed a triangle on formal-
looking furniture that probably saw little use.

“What’s going on?” Sarah’s father pressed.
Andy held up Sarah’s phone with the screen facing away from the

parents.
“Someone has taken a compromising photograph of your daughter and is

using it to threaten her, and as an attempt to extort her.”
“What photograph?” Mr. Lewis reached for the phone. Andy pulled it

back.
“Your daughter would rather you not see it. It’s up to you, but I’d like to

endorse her position for the moment. It will be hard on her if she knows
you’ve seen it.”

“Has it been posted? Is it all over the internet?” Lewis demanded. “Oh,
God!”

Andy shook her head. “I don’t think so. Not yet. A threat’s been made,
but the person making the threat appears to be using it to pressure Sarah into
providing sexual favors.”

Donna Lewis pressed a hand to her mouth. “How could this happen? Did
she—?”

“She says she hasn’t had any contact with him. Sarah’s been very forth-
coming about all this. She said she has had no sexual contact with anyone.
I’m inclined to believe her.”

“Is it Michael? Her boyfriend?” Lewis asked, anger rising. “Is he taking
pictures of her?”

“No.”
“But she knows this person, right? Can you find him? Arrest him? Stop

him?” Donna Lewis begged.
“She doesn’t know who it is. The picture was taken without her

consent,” Andy said. “But it’s possible we will be able to lure the person
who took the picture into a position where we can make an arrest and
prevent the distribution of the image. Possible.”

“How could this happen? How did some stranger get this photo?”
“Sarah says she doesn’t know how it was taken.”
“That doesn’t make sense,” Lewis shook his head.
“I need to have the image examined,” Andy said. “With Sarah’s help, we

might be able to determine its origin.”
“Is it even her? I mean, did Sarah say it was even a picture of her? Not

something doctored up?” Lewis asked. “One of those deep fakes?”
“Sarah seems to feel the image is genuine.”
“That’s ridiculous! Let me see it!” Lewis put his hand out, his voice firm.
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Andy held the phone back again.
“Sir, I understand. Would you wait here a moment? Just a moment?”
He nodded. She stood and went to the kitchen. When she returned, she

held up the revolver, but did not hand it over.
“Is this yours?”
Both parents looked at it, wide-eyed.
“Yes,” Lewis acknowledged the weapon. “I keep it upstairs, in a gun

safe.”
“Does Sarah have access?”
“I taught both Sarah and Donna how to access it and use it. I think

they’re both safer if they have had instruction.”
Andy sat down. She held up the phone again.
“Sarah called Lane, and Lane called me to come here tonight because

Sarah said—because of this—” Andy gestured with the phone, “she had
decided on suicide.” Both parents gasped. “Your daughter had this weapon
when Lane got here. When we got here.”

I noticed the slip-up, the we. Neither of the Lewis parents, awhirl in their
worst nightmare, caught it.

“Oh God…” Donna Lewis’s eyes spilled tears.
“Now I want you to listen to me. You’re asking to see this photo, Mr.

Lewis. But consider the lengths to which your daughter was willing to go to
defend her honor, to defend your good impression of her. For a moment
tonight, she thought death would be preferable to having you look at her
with the same eyes that have seen this.” Andy let the point settle, then said,
“So you can ask me again, and I will hand this over. Or you can let me take
it with me. Your job is to care for your daughter. My job is to conduct an
investigation. I can’t promise anything, but if you let me take this, there’s a
chance we can find this person before he can threaten your daughter again or
make this image public. There’s a chance no one else will ever see this. It’s
up to you.”

“Take it,” Lewis said.
“Good choice. Now, your daughter needs you.” Andy stood up. “And I

would like to start moving on this.”
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etting me out of the house became a bit of a trick.
After Lane embraced Sarah in a lengthy good-bye, Andy handed

Lane her keys and told her to put her bike in the trunk of the car. Andy
stayed behind to have a final word with the Lewis family. Part of that may
have been a bit of theater designed to get me out the front door with Lane.

“I’m grabbing the back of your sweatshirt, kiddo,” I whispered to Lane
after she pulled on a hoodie in the front hall. “Lead the way.”

Lane pulled me through the front door, careful not to let the storm door
slam into me. She led me down the sidewalk.

“This feels funny. You have no inertia.”
“Science!” I performed my best Thomas Dolby imitation.
When we reached her bike, I reappeared.
Fwooomp! Dropping to the pavement, my feet almost slid out from

under me on the snow-covered driveway. The TV-weather prediction had
been for up to half an inch, but accumulation already measured double that. I
opened the trunk and helped Lane load her bike after shaking off the snow.

“Take the front seat,” I told Lane. I slid into the back seat and—
Fwooomp! I disappeared again after strapping in. I couldn’t be sure one

or both of the Lewis parents wouldn’t walk Andy to the car. The last thing
anyone needed was for Sarah’s parents to see some strange man appearing
and disappearing.

“You’re a good friend to Sarah,” I told Lane. “You saved her life
tonight.”
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Lane didn’t answer. We watched Andy working her way out of the
house, answering last-minute questions, giving last-minute instructions.
Before saying a final goodnight, we saw Sarah push past her parents and
close a powerful hug around Andy. They held on for a moment.
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ay I have the phone?” Lane asked Andy as we backed out of the
Lewis driveway. Andy handed it over. Lane bowed her head over

the lighted screen while Andy drove. Seated in the backseat, I couldn’t see
what she was doing.

“Don’t delete anything,” Andy warned.
“I won’t. I’m sending the picture to my e-mail.”
“Why?” Andy asked, going on alert, ready to explain the obvious about

letting this picture get out.
“I need to look at it on my Mac.”
Andy drove us to Lane Franklin’s tiny house in Essex.

“WHERE’S YOUR MOM TONIGHT?” Andy asked as Lane powered up her
computer.

We stood in Lane Franklin’s living room. Lane sat at a secondhand desk
tucked in one corner. Lane has a skilled touch with Photoshop. Not long ago,
she performed a key bit of photo retouching to help Andy identify a suspect
in the killing of a state senator.

“Mama’s out with the ladies from church. God, it was like pulling teeth
to get her to leave me home alone! She’s still so clingy!”

Since Lane’s abduction last summer, Rosemary II struggled with
allowing her daughter to go beyond arm’s length. I understood. Looking at
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Lane, remembering things I didn’t want to remember, I saw vulnerability,
too.

Lane busied herself with her mouse. Photoshop woke up on her screen.
Andy and I leaned closer. In an instant, Lane had Sarah’s photo fully

framed on her iMac screen. Moving too quickly to follow, she created a
rectangle of opaque color over Sarah’s naked torso. With a few more clicks
of the mouse, Lane magnified the image to a point where the pixilation made
it nearly impossible to discern detail.

“There!” Lane pointed at the screen.
“What are we looking at?” I asked.
“Right here,” Lane said. “Under her feet.”
“Back it out a little,” Andy directed. Lane complied.
We could see Sarah’s bare feet. The blackmailer had blurred the image

all around Sarah, possibly using Photoshop as well. But he had been careful
not to let the blur effect wash onto Sarah. He left a tiny border all the way
around her naked body. The portion between her feet escaped the effect.

“She’s wet. You can see the water on her skin. And here,” Lane pointed
again, “that’s water on the floor. But look at this pattern, right here along the
edge of her foot. That’s tile.”

Andy and I studied the image cues as Lane pointed them out.
“It is,” I agreed.
Lane looked up at us, her face bright with certainty.
“I know where that photo was taken!”
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ike Mackiejewski parked his patrol car behind Andy’s car. We had
been sitting curbside for less than ten minutes, but snow already

covered the car. Mike stepped out and pulled on a coat. In his mid-twenties,
a little shorter than Andy, Mike served under Andy’s command for the two
years he’d been on patrol with the Essex PD.

“’Sup, Sarge?” He looked at me. “Hey, Will.”
“Hey.”
He looked at Lane.
“Hey, Lane,” he said, casting a questioning look at Andy. Everybody on

the Essex PD knew Lane Franklin. Her abduction case went in the Win
column.

Lane had not only convinced us of what she saw in the photo but insisted
on showing us in person. Andy resisted, but Lane made the case that she had
a stake in this, in her friend, Sarah. Andy agreed to let Lane tag along only
on the condition that she call her mother and let Andy speak to Rosemary II.
Lane saw no problem in that. She knew her mother would say Yes to
anything Andy and I asked. After a brief conversation, Andy promised Rose-
mary II we would have Lane home by eleven.

“I need the security fob to get into the pool,” Andy told Mike, gesturing
at the glass doors at the end of the sidewalk. The high school pool has a
public entrance for conference swim meets and for providing public swim
access that had been a condition of the original referendum to build the pool.

Mike hiked up the sidewalk, pulling a heavy ring of keys from his jacket
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pocket. At the brick wall adjacent to the farthest glass door, he removed a
metal cover from a small box. He found the fob he needed and swiped it
across the small box. Something buzzed and snapped loudly. Mike reached
over and pulled the door open.

“Want me to come in with you?”
Andy shook her head. “We got it from here. Thanks, Mike!”
We filed into the pool lobby, past the glass trophy cases, past the closed

snack bar counters, toward the entrance to the pool itself. Andy’s high heels
clicked on the tile floor. Chlorine odor and humidity contrasted with the
winter atmosphere outside. Of the two, I preferred the scent of fresh snow.

The pool annex, larger than the original high school gymnasium and
smaller than the recently added athletic field house, offered eight Olympic-
scale lanes, plus individual diving wells that included a ten-meter platform. I
like swimming, and even enjoy diving off a good flexible board. No way in
hell I’d take a plunge off a thirty-foot high diving platform.

We skirted the big pool and then the diving wells, both looking like vast
sheets of glass. At the far end of the building, a pair of doorways opened to a
hallway that led to the locker rooms.

“Hold up,” Lane touched my sleeve.
Andy and I stopped and looked at her. We stood in semidarkness, illumi-

nated only by small walk lights and the exit signs above each doorway. The
halogen overhead lights hung dormant above us.

“Ever see those stupid movies where someone searches a room for a bug,
then tears apart a light fixture and holds it up for everyone to see?” she
asked. She pantomimed. “Hey, look, A bug.”

Andy got it right away. “Completely overlooking the fact that the people
listening can hear the whole thing.”

“Right,” Lane said. “That photo was taken without Sarah knowing it.”
“Probably from a fixed position. Which means there’s a good chance the

camera wasn’t some schmuck holding his iPhone up and pretending to scroll
his play list,” I offered, trying to keep up.

“Exactly,” Andy said, looking past us at the dark entrance. “But a camera
planted in a locker room—that would be quite a trick. If it’s a fixed mount,
how does the pervert collect his photos?”

“Transmitted,” Lane said. “Maybe a Bluetooth connection or the
school’s Wi-Fi.” She bounced up and down. “I bet it uses motion detection!
The camera only wakes up and shoots when there’s a subject. And it could
be set to send the images as a compressed burst!”

“Hold on here,” I said. “Isn’t this getting a little sophisticated for some
perv shooting locker room pictures?”
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Lane gave me a join-the-century-old-man look. “Do you have any idea
the technology that’s in the phone sitting in your pocket? Oh—my—God!
You can get all kinds of spy tech from Amazon. What we’re talking about is
totally doable.”

“The point is,” Andy put us back on track, “we could walk in there, wake
up the camera, and have the camera taking and transmitting pictures of us
fumbling around looking for a camera.”

“Which would tip off our guy,” I said. “And might point a finger at Sarah
for going to the police, prompting the pervert to broadcast the photo.”

Woman and girl both turned and landed expectant gazes on me.
“Do your thing, Divisible Man,” Andy said.
“Wait! What did you call him?” Lane, startled, asked.
I looked around. “Any security cameras in here?”
Andy shook her head. “They monitor the halls and entrances.”
Fwooomp! I vanished. I grasped Andy’s arm to stay anchored.
“Oh! That is so effing cool!” Lane exclaimed. “Seriously, what did you

call him?”
“Andy, I’ll need to turn on some lights. Do you think that’s a problem?”
“Shouldn’t be. Janitors must go in there at night to clean and must turn

on the lights in the process. If any of the high tech we suspect is at play,
more than likely the camera pays no attention to lights turning on and off.
The perv probably gets all kinds of photos of middle-aged janitors.”

“Wait!” Lane dug into her back pocket and pulled out her phone. “If you
find a spot you think is right, see if you can get some photos.”

“Why?” Andy asked.
“I want to apply a blur effect on my computer,” she said. She read

Andy’s confused expression. “We can’t reverse his blur effect like they do in
the movies. You know, ‘Computer, enhance!’ That doesn’t really work. But
we can shoot a picture that matches Sarah’s photo, apply the same effect,
and see if it matches up.”

“Good thinking,” I said.
Lane held out her phone. I put my hand around it and pulled it out of her

hand. She broke into a bright smile, seeing the phone float before her eyes.
“The camera is on. Just push the button, here,” she pointed.
“Got it.”
I opened my jacket and pushed the phone in, causing it to vanish. When I

pulled it back out and held it openly in my hand, it remained unseen, but I
could still feel the shutter button. I pushed away from Andy’s arm.

“Okay, I’m off. Hang loose.”
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didn’t get far.
The entrance from the pool s-turned into the women’s locker room,

shrouded in black with no light switches in sight. Not wanting to float
blindly through a locker room darker than a coal mine, I abandoned the
approach and went back to Lane and Andy. I reappeared. We repositioned in
the lobby near the locker room entrance and I started again.

I found a bank of light switches and flicked them on. The entire locker
room lit up.

Except for an absence of urinals and the use of more feminine colors, I
didn’t see much difference between the women’s locker room and any men’s
locker room I’d ever seen. Regiments of square, powder pink lockers stood
divided by low plastic benches. Mirrors above sinks lined one wall. Tile in
rose and pink shades covered the floor, with white tile covering the walls.

I went high as usual, floating just below the ceiling and gripping the rows
of lockers for propulsion. Maintenance needed to do a better job of dusting the
tops of the lockers. I passed over several socks and a pair of panties, careful not
to touch. At one point, I passed over a pair of swim goggles. They reminded me
of ski goggles I had purchased and planned on using tonight as part of Date
Night. If Andy and I ever got home, that is. Faith in that outcome faded fast.

Opposite the entrance, the shower rooms lay between the locker room
and the pool. As I passed over the last row of lockers, I pulled myself down-
ward and unfurled my feet under me. I let them touch the tiles in a weird,
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weightless trot that took me to the first pillar of shower nozzles in the expan-
sive room.

Tile floor. Drains placed at evenly measured intervals. Chrome shower
nozzles and water controls lining the walls. An orderly forest of stainless-
steel pillars at attention in rows filled the center of the space. Here, the chlo-
rine pool smell mingled with cleanser scent. A basic institutional shower
room large enough to handle an entire gym class of girls.

I began to wonder if the camera streamed video. And I began to see a
problem with a much broader scope than Sarah Lewis.

I studied the floor and the tiles Lane pointed out.
Lane hit the mark dead on. The tile matched the photo.
The image of Sarah showed a girl, naked, full-frontal to the camera, with

her weight on her right foot, her hips cocked slightly, her left arm hanging
limp, and her right arm raised with her right hand at the back of her head.
She stood with her face upturned and her eyes closed, looking serene, or
seductive—if taken out of the mundane context of an athlete trying to wash
chlorine out of her hair.

After Lane saw the tiles and told us where to find them, she pointed out
that Sarah had joined the freshman swim team.

I considered the image and the moment it had been shot.
She had been showering when the photo was shot, with her back to the

stream of water. Where would she have been standing?
The question was not so much which nozzle was she standing at, but

which one put her in a position where a mounted camera could snap her
image?

I eliminated the outer wall. A trough at the base of the wall dropped half
an inch below the rest of the floor. No such line could be seen at Sarah’s
feet. Also, the outer wall had white tile, with a band of rose-colored tiles
running through it around waist height. Sarah’s photo showed the same color
band, but distant, blurred and higher in the frame.

That put Sarah at one of the central pillars. Three ranks of pillars, with
four pillars in each, filled the center of the room. Each pillar sported four
nozzles, set at cardinal points around the pillar.

I needed a matched pair. One nozzle to spray and a companion pillar for
the camera.

Again, I considered the background of Sarah’s photo. The color band
gave a strong hint. It meant the photo had been taken in one of three direc-
tions, eliminating the shower room entrance as a backdrop, where no color
band could be seen.
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I did the math. There were nine options facing the back wall. Eight
options facing the right-side wall, and eight options facing the left side wall.

Only twenty-five possibilities.
Again, thinking of the image of Sarah, I recalled that the blurred color

band appeared high behind her, running even with her shoulders. Since the
image had a slight down angle, it had been taken by a camera mounted
roughly at the height of her face. The down angle on the camera and the
location of the color band in relation to Sarah’s body put the color band
farther, rather than nearer to Sarah.

That stopped me.
How the hell do you mount a camera in a shower room at face height?
Holy shit!
Floating beside the first of the pillars, I realized I was staring right at the

most likely answer.
The shower nozzle.
Each pillar had four shower nozzles, mounted even with my eyes, which

put them close to six feet above the floor. Each station had a pull-type knob
that turned on the water, and a soap dish. Both the knob and the soap dish
were mounted much lower, around bellybutton level.

The shower nozzle.
I studied the one directly in front of me. Slightly phallic (or perhaps

strongly phallic, if you see things that way), the design formed a simple
chrome cylinder with a half-sphere tip and a single outlet hole.

Or eye if the thing were a camera instead of a nozzle.
I reached for the control knob ninety degrees to my right, fixed a grip on

the pillar with one hand and prepared to pull the knob with the other. Then I
stopped.

If I create a stream of water, will the motion activate the camera? Then
what?

I moved around the pillar and peered into the nozzle. It had a diffuser
and tiny hints of mineral buildup. Normal. I moved to the next nozzle.

I found the camera on the fifth try. Center row, first pillar, the nozzle
facing the back wall.

The exterior of the nozzle looked no different than any of the other
thirty-one nozzles in the room. But when I maneuvered around to look into
the single outlet hole, I saw a glint where there should be none. A lens.

Got you, you son of a bitch!
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ere,” I handed Lane her phone. “I shot a bunch of photos from right
in front of the camera. Should be the same point of view. There has

to be at least one good one you can use for your blur experiment.”
“That actually worked?” Lane seemed surprised. “With the camera

gone?”
“Seems like.”
“You’re sure it’s the camera?” Andy asked.
“As sure as I can be. But the question now is, how do we remove it

without tipping off the pervert?”
“I know the answer to that,” Lane said.
That came as no surprise to me.
“Going on the assumption that the camera is using the school Wi-Fi to

transmit images, we simply shut down the Wi-Fi and remove the camera
while it’s out of touch,” Lane explained.

“Exactly what I was thinking” I lied. Andy gave me a no-you-weren’t
look.

“Of course,” Lane went on, “the catch is that the camera may perform a
routine signal check—like a regular check-in. That’s how I would do it. So
that the perv will get an alert when it goes offline, or when it fails to
check in.”

“So, this could also tip him off that Sarah reported him. And make him
release the photo preemptively.”
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“Maybe,” Lane said. “But going offline could mean anything. Power
failure. Software glitch. It doesn’t have to mean that Sarah ratted him out.”

“Except we don’t get the chance to debate it with the guy,” Andy said.
She stood still for a moment, looking through the walls at the nozzle-camera
with her mind’s eye. “I really need to have that hardware looked at by an
expert. That’s going to take time.”

“Target fixation,” I said.
Andy and Lane looked at me.
“Target fixation,” I repeated. “That might not be the right term for it, but

we induce target fixation on the perv. We set him up to make an assumption
about why the camera has gone offline. An assumption that steers him away
from thinking Sarah turned him in. He gets his mind fixed on the answer he
thinks he came up with and doesn’t explore other possibilities.”

I explained what I had in mind.
When I finished, Andy gave it a moment’s thought, then said, “Okay.

Let’s try it. First, we need to take Lane home. Then we pay a visit to Chet
Allison, the high school principal.”
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e have another problem,” Andy said after we dropped Lane at her
door and made her promise to say nothing to anyone about what

happened to Sarah, or what we found—not even to Sarah. Lane, both dutiful
and smart, agreed, but she made Andy promise to keep her up to date on the
case.

“Here.” Andy handed me Sarah’s phone.
“We have more than one problem,” I said, taking it, and thinking further

about the camera mount and location. “What’s yours?”
“Scroll through the text messages on this thread.”
She backed out of the driveway and started driving while I read. When I

finished, I handed the phone back.
“That last one came in while you were in the locker room.” Andy

thumbed the phone to close the screen. She put it in her coat pocket while
she drove.

The string of messages went from a coy, teasing hello to a tone of smug
superiority, to showing Sarah the photo, then into a string of explicit
messages telling the girl what, precisely, she would have to do to ensure the
photo never went public. Sexually explicit messages.

The last note in the string said, Candy Store. Midnight or the pix goes
viral.

“What the hell is the ‘Candy Store?’”
“I don’t know, but that only gives us two and a half hours.” Andy
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fastened her eyes on the snowy road ahead. Falling snowflakes raced toward
the windshield, then dodged our passage at the last second.

“Sarah must know, or he wouldn’t have used it as a reference. This
should make it easy. We find out where this Candy Store is and set a trap for
the asshole. Grab him and this all ends.”

Andy didn’t speak.
“What?”
“Say we find out. Say we text him back and agree to the meet. Say we

get lucky and grab him, which is only likely if he’s a complete idiot, and I
have my doubts about that. Then say he claims he was just driving by...saw a
kid who looked like she needed help...doesn’t know a thing about any photo,
or camera, or computers. And say he’s smart enough not to have any
evidence where we can find it. Locks his phone. Hides his computer.
Suddenly, we have nothing. We can’t hold him. And we can’t stop him from
publishing the photo—which can happen with a click of a mouse or touch of
a screen. Will, I know next to nothing about the web, how these perverts can
lurk there, how they hide behind east-European IP addresses and trade their
disease with other perverts on the ‘Dark Web’—whatever the heck that is!”

“Got any friends at the FBI who handle this sort of thing?”
Andy laughed. “At nine-thirty on a Saturday night? With a two-and-a-

half-hour window? And that’s assuming they don’t brush it all off as kids
sexting each other.”

I admit, it seemed unlikely to me that this situation would attract federal
interest.

“We need to buy some time.”
“So, buy time,”
Andy turned off Main Street onto a county road that would eventually

slip out of Essex into farm country. She checked her mirrors, then eased the
car to the side of the road and stopped. The snow fell heavier than it had
all day.

“Do you think it will work?” she asked, pulling the phone out again.
“Yes, If you word it right.”
She activated the screen and brought up the text messaging app. She

located the thread that Sarah, thankfully, had saved. “I need to get to the
station to run this number,” Andy muttered to herself. “Although I’m sure
it’s a burner phone.”

She busied her thumbs for a minute. Regarded her work. Made a change.
Then showed me the screen.

“Parents have me locked down. They’re out of town tomorrow night. PLS
don’t post the photo!” I read.
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“It lets him dictate the schedule change.”
“It’s good. Send it. But then send another right behind it. Add PLS. I’ll

do anything you want.”
Andy looked at me, frowning.
“It’s what he wants to hear. Sorry.”
She tapped Send. Worked the phone. Tapped send again. After heaving a

resigned sigh, she laid the phone on the console and pulled back onto the
road.

Less than a hundred yards down the road, Sarah’s phone gave an ironi-
cally angelic bell chime. I picked it up. I read aloud.

“Bitch. You’ll do what I tell you.”
Andy continued driving.
“Let me,” I said. I worked my thumbs on the screen.
“PLS! Anything for you. Everything. Tomorrow night!” I read it to Andy.
“Send.”
The message flew from Sarah’s phone, joining the snowflakes in the

cold, black air around us. I felt something equally cold and equally black
deep inside. A frigid simmering anger surrounded with contrasting heat. I
had felt it before when Lane had been abducted. I felt it again, not long ago,
when I found two children, two small girls, dead in a forest.

Murder.
I thought about Sarah, another helpless victim, and I touched that cold

black thing in my heart.
Sarah’s phone dinged. I picked it up and read the response to Andy.
“Say it. Say you’ll be my sex bitch.”
Andy held grimly onto the wheel, perhaps suppressing the same feelings

that were rising in me. There are times when I don’t know how she does
her job.

I worked the screen. When I finished, I sat still for a minute, holding the
phone, with the message ready, but unsent.

I waited. Let him think this cost her, hurt her, made her cry. Let him
think this pushed her to the edge.

The tires spoke to us in a steady wet whisper as we drove on.
I will be your sex bitch. Whatever you want.
I didn’t read it to Andy.
I hit Send.
Looking out the windshield, I thought of the snowflakes charging our

headlights, our windshield, as messages flying through digital skies. Some
benign. Some silly. Some urgent.

Some malevolent. Sick.
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I wanted to vanish, float free of this car, and chase the message I just
sent—chase it down the path of this sick exchange. I wanted to find this
worm and yank him out of his black fantasies into a cold, harsh light.

Andy turned off the county road into a subdivision marked with a pair of
landscaped brick half walls. One side bore the name Covent Creek Estates in
sweeping metal script. Oversized homes spaced out on five-acre lots spread
into the night distance. Each one glowed in the snowfall, tastefully lighted
for Christmas, a scene of winter postcard perfection.

We found the Allison home on a cul-de-sac. A jolly inflatable Santa
Claus waved at us from the front lawn. Icicle lights dripped from the eaves.
When Andy stopped the car, we sat for a moment regarding the phone in my
hand.

Ding!
Midnight. Tomorrow. One minute late and the whole world gets to see

your…
I didn’t read the rest.
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